Step 1:
Cover up Ken’s upper body with masking tape.

Step 2
Then start doodling his top! Make sure you don’t cover up Ken’s back.

Step 3:
Doodle another rectangular layer in the front.

Step 4:
Outline and color in the stencil of Ken’s Bowtie.

Step 5:
Doodle the collar and the shirt together.

Step 6:
Tape up both of Ken’s arms with masking tape.
Step 7:
Doodle accordingly, make sure you don't doodle the whole sleeves yet.

Step 8:
Peel off the sleeves and tape Ken's body to make the body of his suit.

Step 9:
On the front of Ken's jacket, doodle a 'V'.

Step 10:
Put back the sleeves of Ken's jacket with the body and fill in the open spaces on Ken's shoulder.

Step 11:
Use the stencil of Ken's pants, tape with masking tape and color it in.

Step 12:
Attach it to Ken's leg and seal it by outlining them.
Step 13:
Doodle those open spaces of the pants.

Step 14:
Create a belt to connect both the pants and shirt.

Step 15:
Doodle another later on Ken’s jacket to create a collar and lining.